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Importance of beam-beam tune spread to collective beam-beam instability in hadron colliders
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Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045, USA
~Received 8 February 2003; revised manuscript received 9 July 2003; published 31 March 2004!

In hadron colliders, electron-beam compensation of beam-beam tune spread has been explored for a reduc-
tion of beam-beam effects. In this paper, effects of the tune-spread compensation on beam-beam instabilities
were studied with a self-consistent beam-beam simulation in model lattices of Tevatron and Large Hodron
Collider. It was found that the reduction of the tune spread with the electron-beam compensation could induce
a coherent beam-beam instability. The merit of the compensation with different degrees of tune-spread reduc-
tion was evaluated based on beam-size growth. When two beams have a same betatron tune, the compensation
could do more harm than good to the beams when only beam-beam effects are considered. If a tune split
between two beams is large enough, the compensation with a small reduction of the tune spread could benefit
beams as Landau damping suppresses the coherent beam-beam instability. The result indicates that nonlinear
~nonintegrable! beam-beam effects could dominate beam dynamics and a reduction of beam-beam tune spread
by introducing additional beam-beam interactions and reducing Landau damping may not improve the stability
of beams.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In storage-ring colliders, beam-beam interactions are
of the major factors that reduce beam lifetime and limit
minosity. Beam-dynamics experiments in SPS~Super Proton
Synchrotron, CERN, Geneva! @1# and Tevatron~Fermilab,
Chicago! @2,3# showed that in the presence of high-ord
resonances of beam-beam interactions or nonlinear field
lattice, a large beam tune spread due to head-on beam-b
interactions could result in a significant emittance grow
and beam-particle loss. For LHC~Large Hadron Collider!
being constructed at CERN and Tevatron, efforts are be
made to reduce beam-beam effects in order to achiev
exceed the designed luminosity. Electron-beam compe
tion is one of the schemes being developed for Tevat
RUN II to reduce bunch-to-bunch tune variation due to PA
MAN effect of beam-beam interactions@4–6#. It has been
explored that the electron-beam compensation scheme c
also be used for a reduction of beam-beam tune spread~am-
plitude dependence of tunes! due to head-on beam-beam i
teractions and, therefore, to compensate nonlinear be
beam effects @7#. In this scheme of the nonlinea
compensation of beam-beam tune spread with elec
beams, high-intensity low-energy electron~e! beams will
collide with antiproton (p̄) beam at certain locations in th
ring other than nominal interaction points~IP! for proton~p!
and p̄ beam. The tune spread of thep̄ beam due to the col
lisions between thep and p̄ beam will then be compensate
by the collisions between thee and p̄ beams. Previous stud
ies @7# based on non-self-consistent treatments~strong-weak
model! of beam-beam interactions with either singl
resonance analysis or numerical simulation have shown
the use of electron beams can effectively reduce beam-b
tune spread and possibly improve beam dynamics of thp̄
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beam. The effect of nonlinear perturbations due to the or
nal beam-beam interactions between thep and p̄ beam and
the additional beam-beam interactions between thep̄ and e
beams have however not been carefully studied.

To have a better understanding of the electron-beam c
pensation of beam-beam tune spread, let us take a glan
formal Hamiltonian for the transverse motion of thep̄ beam.
Neglecting nonlinearities in lattice~nonlinear magnetic field
errors!, the Hamiltonian can be written as

H5nW • IW1Hp̄p~ IW,fW ,t !1Hp̄e~ IW,fW ,t !

5nW • IW1t^Hp̄p&1^Hp̄e&1$Hp̄p%1$Hp̄e%, ~1!

wherenW is the betatron tune and (IW,fW ) the action-angle vari-
ables for the transverse motion of thep̄ beam.Hp̄p is the
perturbative Hamiltonian for beam-beam interactions
tween thep̄ and p beam at the nominal IPs andHp̄e the
perturbative Hamiltonian for beam-beam interactions
tween thep̄ ande beam for the electron-beam compensatio
In the second line of Eq.~1!, ^Hp̄p& and^Hp̄e& are the aver-
age ofHp̄p andHp̄e over fW and t, respectively, and are th
first-order phase-independent~integrable! perturbations of
beam-beam interactions that lead to the lowest-order be
beam tune spread. Because of the opposite charge ofp ande,
^Hp̄p& and^Hp̄e& have an opposite sign and cancel each ot
if the e beam has the same intensity and charge distribu
as that of thep beam. In the use of the electron-beam co
pensation, the degree of the cancellation between^Hp̄p& and
^Hp̄e& can be varied by adjusting the intensity and cha
distribution of the e beam. $Hp̄p%5Hp̄p2^Hp̄p& and
^$Hp̄e&%5Hp̄e2^Hp̄e& are the nonintegrable~nonlinear!
phase-dependent~oscillating! parts of the perturbative
Hamiltonians that could lead to nonlinear resonance effe
and beam-beam instability@8#. Note that integrable (^H&)
and nonintegrable ($H%) perturbation are usually referred t
linear and nonlinear perturbation, respectively, in nonlin
dynamics although botĥH& and$H% are nonlinear functions
:
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of phase-space variables. In this paper, we also follow
terminology. For a weakly perturbed~near-integrable!
Hamiltonian system, it is commonly believed even though
is not always true that the phase-independent perturbat
are the dominant effect when a system is away from ma
resonances. The electron-beam compensation of beam-b
tune spread is therefore based on the assumption that^Hp̄p&
is the dominant term ofHp̄p and a smaller beam-beam tun
spread would always improve beam performance becaus
less crossings of resonances. When the nonlinear ph
dependent perturbations of beam-beam interactions are
portant, however, the beam-beam interactions could lea
onset of chaotic coherent beam-beam instability that co
result in a spontaneous chaotic coherent beam oscillation
an enhanced beam-size growth@8#. In that situation, having a
large tune spread could benefit the beam stability since
existence of the tune spread is a necessary condition for
dau damping that could suppress the coherent beam-b
instability @9–11#. Moreover, the existence of a large tun
spread reduces the possibility of trapping particles inside
resonances. The compensation of beam-beam tune sp
may therefore damage the beam stability by reducing
Landau damping when coherent beam-beam effects
dominant. Moreover, the compensation of the beam-be
tune spread with electron beams unavoidably introduces
additional nonlinear phase-dependent perturbation of$Hp̄e%
to the p̄ beam that could further enhance the coherent be
beam effect. The question is then how important the non
ear phase-dependent perturbations$Hp̄p% and $Hp̄e% are
when the beam tune spread is reduced as desired by usin
electron-beam compensation. On the other hand, in purs
a better understanding of beam-beam effects in storage
colliders, the electron-beam compensation of beam-be
tune spread is an effective means, not only for simulat
study but also for future beam-dynamics experiments,
probe the importance of the phase-independent and ph
dependent perturbations of beam-beam interactions.

It should be noted that the coherent~collective! beam-
beam instability could occur in both cases of strong-stro
~symmetrical or nearly symmetrical! and strong-weak~very
un-symmetrical! beam-beam interactions when nonline
beam-beam perturbations dominate beam dynamics. Re
simulation studies and beam-dynamics experiments of be
beam effects in HERA~Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator a
DESY, Hamburg, Germany! showed that the collective
beam-beam instability could occur in the HERA Upgrade
was predicated by a self-consistent beam-beam simula
@12# and observed in beam-dynamics experiments@13# that
when the beam-beam parameter of the positron beam
ceeds a threshold that corresponds to an overlap of the
itron beam with the fourth-order resonance, the onset of
collective beam-beam instability results in a significant em
tance growth of the proton beam. In the HERA Upgrade,
beam-beam parameter of the positron beam is over 20
100 times larger than that of the proton beam in the horiz
tal and vertical directions, respectively, and the two rin
have a very different working point. Traditionally, the beam
beam effect in such a situation is considered as a typ
strong-weak or very unsymmetrical case. For the stro
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weak case of beam-beam interactions, it is commonly
lieved that the collective beam-beam effect is not importa
The simulation study together with the HERA experimen
showed that in the nonlinear regime of beam-beam inte
tions the traditional boundary between the strong-strong
strong-weak case of beam-beam interactions is no lon
valid and beam-beam effects have to be studied s
consistently .

To understand collective beam-beam instabilities, ma
efforts have been made to formulate the beam-beam prob
self-consistently by using methods of approximations or p
turbation expansions. For lepton storage-ring colliders, t
different types of theoretical models have been shown to
successful@14–16#. In the first type of models nonlinea
maps for the moments of beams are obtained by a trunca
of a moment expansion for beam-particle distributions, wh
in the second the instabilities of equilibrium distributions
beams are analyzed with the linearized Vlasov equation
both models, steady states of coherent beam oscillat
were obtained and the instability of the coherent oscillatio
was studied. For high-energy electron beams, because o
radiation damping, the time scale for a beam to reach
equilibrium distribution is much less than the storage tim
Consequently, the study of beam dynamics can be focuse
the behavior of the distribution near its steady states. Mo
over, a fast damping of high-order fluctuations permits
truncation of the moment expansion at fairly low orders. F
lepton storage-ring colliders, therefore, methods of pertur
tion are usually effective in the study of beam-beam effec
For high-energy hadron beams, on the other hand, the da
ing time scale is usually larger than the storage time so
motions of beam particles are determined by Hamilton
dynamics. In the presence of nonlinear perturbations du
either beam-beam interactions or nonlinear field errors in
tice, the particle distribution may not reach any steady s
within a fraction of the storage time. In the near-linear~near-
integrable! regime of beam-beam interactions in which t
phase-dependent perturbations of beam-beam interac
are not important, the beam distributions change very li
due to beam-beam interactions in the time scale of inter
In this case, quasistationary states of the Vlasov equa
could be considered and methods of perturbation could
employed to study beam-beam effects. In the nonlinear~non-
integrable! regime of beam-beam interactions in which t
phase-dependent perturbations of beam-beam interac
are dominant, no stationary distribution for the nonline
Vlasov equation that is relevant to beams in accelerators
been found theoretically or observed experimentally. N
that the Gaussian distribution is not or not even close to
equilibrium distribution when the beam-beam paramete
large. Computer simulations have shown that the beam
tribution could deviate significantly from its initial Gaussia
distribution due to the formation of beam halo@8,12#. Con-
sequently, the truncation of the moment expansions or
linear stability analysis of equilibrium distributions of th
nonlinear Vlasov equation is no longer valid in this cas
Moreover, it has been well recognized in the field of nonl
ear dynamics that in the nonintegrable regime of a Ham
tonian system, the use of perturbation expansions suc
3-2
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various canonical perturbation methods usually distorts
dynamics of the system and may result in incorrect conc
sions.

The difference in characteristics of particle distributio
of high-energy lepton and hadron beams in storage-ring
liders can also be understood in the aspect of statistical p
ics @17,18#. In statistical physics, a dynamical system cou
attain a thermodynamical equilibrium through interactio
with its environment~heatbath! or through internal stochasti
processes as either external or internal stochastic interac
introduce fluctuations and dissipation into motions of p
ticles. In the case of high-energy lepton beams, leptons
teract with the synchrotron radiation, which results in qua
tum fluctuations and synchrotron damping of leptons. T
phase-space distribution of leptons can therefore attain e
librium in a time scale that is much smaller than the stora
time. In the case of high-energy hadron beams, however
interaction between hadrons and the synchrotron radiatio
much weaker and other external stochastic interactions
usually negligible in the time scale of interest here. A hig
energy hadron beam is more like an isolated thermodyna
cal system and cannot attain equilibrium in the time scale
interest through interactions with a heat bath. The intrabe
scattering, on the other hand, could redistribute ene
among different degrees of freedom and exchange en
among ‘‘hot’’ particles in beam tails and ‘‘cold’’ particles in
beam core. Due to a very low density of a typical hig
energy hadron beam~several orders of magnitude smaller! as
compared with a gas under normal conditions or fus
plasma, however, the relaxation time due to the intrabe
scattering is usually even longer than that due to the sync
tron radiation. Chaotic dynamics of beam particles could a
lead to the ergodicity of particle motions and result in
thermodynamical equilibrium. It could, however, only ha
pen when most beam particles are in fully developed cha
regions@19#, which never be a case in normal operation co
ditions of particle accelerators.

In order to understand the beam-beam effect of had
beams, one has therefore to study transient states of the
linear Vlasov equation. For transient states in the nonlin
regime of beam-beam interactions, only validated meth
currently available for a theoretical understanding of bea
beam effects is self-consistent numerical simulation. To
derstand the importance of the phase-independent and p
dependent perturbations of beam-beam interactions,
therefore conducted a self-consistent beam simulation w
both lattice models of Tevatron and LHC. In this paper t
emphasis is given to the results of Tevatron model, me
while, to make the study more general the results of LH
model is presented as well but with less detail. The pape
organized as follows. In Sec. II, the simulation models
briefly discussed. The simulation results are presented in
III. Sec. IV contains a summary remark.

II. SIMULATION AND LATTICE MODELS

Two test lattices used in this study were Tevatron RU
IIB in Fermilab @20# and LHC in CERN@21#. Only linear
lattices were used since multipole field errors in the latt
03650
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normally do not change the characteristic of the beam-be
instability @8#. In the case of the Tevatron,p andp̄ beams are
collided only at one interaction point D0 in the simulatio
The value of theb function at the IP isb*50.35 m. The
electron-beam compensation is located at F0 whereb func-
tion is about 70 m in both horizontal and vertical planes.
the intensity of thep beam is much larger than that of thep̄
beam, thep̄ beam is perturbed more severely than thep
beam due to the collision between thep and p̄ beams. The
electron-beam compensation of the beam-beam tune sp
was thus only applied on thep̄ beam as proposed for th
Tevatron RUN IIB@4#. In the case of the LHC, twop beams
are collided at two high-luminosity interaction points IP
and IP5~b*50.5 m! in the simulation. Since thep beams
have equal intensity, the electron-beam compensation of
beam-beam tune spread was applied on both beams in
study, in which eachp beam was collided with ane beam at
either IP2 or IP8 whereb function is about 250 m in both
horizontal and vertical planes.

Our self-consistent~strong-strong! beam-beam simulation
code has been fully tested and presented in detail in
previous paper@8#. The reliability of the code has also bee
verified by a comparison between the simulation and be
dynamics experiments at the HERA recently@12#. In this
code, each beam is represented by a large number of ma
particles with given initial distributions in transverse pha
space. In this study, the initial phase-space distributions
two counter-rotating beams are chosen to be round Gaus
beams in the normalized transverse phase space with
dard deviations0 and truncated at64s0 . s05s* /Ab* ,
wheres* is the nominal transverse beam size at IP. Witho
beam-beam interactions, the initial beam distribution used
the simulation matches exactly with the lattice. During t
tracking, beam-beam kicks in four-dimensional transve
phase space are calculated at each IP by using the par
in-cell method. This task consists of three major steps@8#: ~a!
The beam charge distributions at each crossing of IP
obtained by assigning macroparticles to the grid points of
uniform mesh in two-dimensional transverse configurat
space for each beam using the four-point cloud-in-cell te
nique. ~b! The beam-beam kicks are calculated at the g
points using the precalculated Green’s functions for
beam-beam kicks.~c! The kicks are then interpolated to th
position of every macroparticle. In order to ensure the c
vergence of the simulation parameters and to avoid any
ficial result due to those numerical approximations, the s
of mesh, the grid constant~the length between nearest neig
boring grid points!, and the number of macroparticles ha
to be carefully tested@8#. In this study, we found that a uni
form mesh extending to 6s0 in all directions of the normal-
ized configuration space with a grid constant of 0.2s0 is
good enough. To have a reliable beam-beam simulation
hadron beams, on the other hand, the number of macro
ticles has to be large enough, typically.105 @8#. In this
study, we use 53105 macroparticles for each beam. Trac
ing of particle motion has been done in four-dimension
transverse phase space without synchrotron oscillations
momentum deviations. The beam dynamics has been stu
with up to 106-turns tracking that corresponds to about
3-3
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and 90 sec run for the case of the Tevatron and the LH
respectively.

For the simulation of the electron-beam compensation,
considered the idea case that the electron beam has the
type of charge distribution of the initialp beam. The distri-
bution of the electron beam is therefore chosen to be
Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation that chan
with the root-mean-square~rms! beam size of thep beam
during the tracking. The momentum kick exerted by the el
tron beam was simply calculated with the standard form
for the beam-beam interaction of a Gaussian beam@22#.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Model lattice for tevatron RUN IIB

To probe the importance of the beam-beam tune sprea
beam-beam effects, the electron-beam compensation
different intensity of thee beam were studied, i.e.,j p̄c
52lj p̄p , wherej p̄e andj p̄p are the beam-beam paramete
of the p̄ beam forp̄-e and p̄-p collisions, respectively, and
l<1 represents the degree of the compensation. Two di
ent working points were used in this study. (nx ,ny)
5(20.582,20.574) is the nominal betatron tunes for Tevat
and (nx ,ny)5(20.740,20.730) is close to the fourth-ord
resonance. In addition, the situation in which thep and p̄
beams have a slight tune split was also studied.

1. Symmetrical rings with nominal betatron tune

The study of the electron-beam compensation of tu
spread at the nominal working point of Tevatron is to und
stand how the electron beam would affect dynamics of thp̄
beam in a good working point that is far away from ma
resonances. In this case, bothp and p̄ beams have the sam
betatron tunes and the intensity of thep̄ beam is one fifth of
that of the p beam, i.e.,j p̄p520.01 and jpp̄520.002,
wherejpp̄ is the beam-beam parameter of thep beam for the
p- p̄ collision. In the nominal condition of Tevatron, the rat
of emittance between thep̄ andp beams ise p̄ /ep53/4 and
that results in a mismatched~in beam size! collision at the IP.
The beam experiments in HERA and SPS have shown
the beam-beam interaction due to a mismatched collis
gives rise to a shorter beam lifetime than that in the cas
matched collisions@23,1#. In Fig. 1, the evolution of rms
beam size of thep̄ beam was calculated for both the cases
matched and mismatched collision of thep and p̄ beams in
Tevatron without the electron-beam compensation. It c
firms that the beam-size growth rate in the mismatched c
is larger than that in the matched case in Tevatron. In orde
be close to the realistic Tevatron situation, however, the m
matchedp- p̄ collision with e p̄ /ep53/4 was used in the fol-
lowing study of the electron-beam compensation of bea
beam tune spread in Tevatron. Note that the rms beam
~s! plotted in this paper is the average of horizontal a
vertical rms beam sizes.

To exam the reduction of beam tune spread after
electron-beam compensation, the initial tune spread of thp̄
beam was calculated with 420 test particles during the
2000-turns tracking. In all cases we studied~l50.25, 0.5,
03650
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and 1.0!, the tune spread is shrunk as expected after
electron-beam compensation. Figure 2 is an example of
initial tune spread of thep̄ beam without or with the
electron-beam compensation~l51.0!. A small remaining
tune spread ofDn ;0.002 after the electron-beam compe
sation @see Fig. 2~b!# is the high-order contributions from
bothp- p̄ ande- p̄ collisions that are, in general, not compe
sated each other and become observable when the low
order tune spread is eliminated. In Fig. 3, the evolution
rms beam size of thep̄ beam was plotted for the cases
l50.0, 0.25, and 1.0. Without the electron-beam comp
sation, the size of thep̄ beam increases less than 0.6% in
3105 turns ~see curve a of Fig. 3!. With the electron-beam
compensation, however, the beam-size growth beco
more severe even though the tune spread is reduced. M
over, the rate of the beam-size growth~the tangent of curves
in Fig. 3! increases with the intensity of thee beam. Since
the original tune spread of thep̄ beam does not lead to cros
ings of any major resonance, the reduction of the tune spr
with the electron-beam compensation does not improve
beam dynamics but introduce more nonlinearity@$Hp̄e% in
Eq. ~1!# to the beam that is responsible for the increas
beam-size growth. Since there is no obvious single domin
resonance that is responsible to the beam-size growth,
enhanced beam-size growth after the use of the elect
beam compensation is not a single resonance effect. It sh
also be noted that the initial beam-size blowup~see Fig. 3! is
due to the nonlinear beam filamentation in phase space
sulting from the nonlinear beam-beam perturbation and
not an emittance smear due to a linear mismatch between
beam and the linear ring including the linear beam-be
tune shift. When the nonlinear beam-beam perturbations
$Hp̄e% and $Hp̄p% are important, the initial particle distribu
tions that are Gaussian in the normalized phase space ar
away from a constant of motion for the Hamiltonian wi
beam-beam interactions. That results in a very subtle, s
the beam-beam perturbation is still weak relatively, but ra
change in the distributions as well as the beam-beam in
actions within a very short period of time~the first 1000
turns!. The beam sizes therefore increase quickly at the

FIG. 1. Evolution of rms beam size of thep̄ beam without the
compensation of the beam-beam tune spread. (nx , ny)
5(20.582,20.574),j p̄p520.01, andjpp̄520.002. s is the aver-
age of the horizontal and vertical beam sizes ands0 the initial beam
size.~a! e p̄50.75ep and~b! e p̄5ep . e p̄ andep are the emittance of
the p̄ andp beams, respectively.
3-4
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ginning. As such the ‘‘nonlinear mismatch’’ increases w
the beam-beam perturbation in general, the initial beam-
blowup increases with the intensity of thee beam~see Fig.
3!. A similar study was also conducted for the case ofjpp̄

520.01 andj p̄p520.005, i.e., the ratio of the intensit
between thep̄ and p beams is 1/2. The result obtained
consistent with that presented here.

In Ref. @7#, a study based on a single-resonance anal
and simulation with a weak-strong~non-self-consistent!
model of beam-beam interactions suggested that
electron-beam compensation of beam-beam tune spread
50% strength~l50.5! would improve thep̄ beam. The dis-
crepancy between the results here and that of Ref.@7# sug-
gests that the non-self-consistent treatment of beam-beam
teractions is not valid in the case when the nonlinear pha
dependent perturbations$Hp̄e% and $Hp̄p% are dominant and

FIG. 2. Tune spread of thep̄ beam during the first 2000
turns when (nx ,ny)5(20.582,20.574), j p̄p520.01, and jpp̄

520.002. ~a! Without the tune-spread compensation and~b! with
the compensation ofl51.0. Solid lines are the even-order res
nances up to the tenth order and1 indicates the lattice bare tune
03650
ze
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the collective beam-beam effect, in which particle distrib
tions of both beams are involved with time, becomes imp
tant.

2. Unsymmetrical rings

In Tevatron, thep andp̄ beams could have slightly differ
ent betatron tunes because they circulate along diffe
closed orbits and thus experience slightly different magn
fields. On the other hand, the Landau damping in an uns
metrical system, due to unsymmetrical rings or/and unsy
metrical beams, could suppress the coherent beam-beam
stability that could be the reason of the enhanced beam-
growth. Because of the differences in the emittance and
tensity between the two colliding beams, the Landau dam
ing should exist in Tevatron even with symmetrical rings.
small difference in the betatron tunes of the two bea
could, however, further enhance the Landau damping.
simulation was therefore conducted also for the case of
symmetrical rings. In order to be compared with the sy
metrical case, the betatron tunes for thep̄ beam were still
kept at the nominal working point (nx ,ny)
5(20.582,20.574), while for thep beam (nx ,ny)5(20.582
1dn,20.5741dn), wheredn is the tune split between th
two beams. The simulation studies in Refs.@24,25# have sug-
gested that the Landau damping due to a tune split co
have significant effect on the coherent beam-beam eff
only when the tune split is close to or larger than the line
beam-beam tune shifts. Two cases ofdn50.001 and 0.005
were therefore studied. Whendn50.001, the tune split is
smaller than the linear beam-beam tune shifts of both bea
while dn50.005 corresponds to the case ofdn5jpp̄ .

Whendn50.001, the result is roughly the same as that
the symmetrical rings and thee beam does more harm tha
good to thep̄ beam in all cases ofl. Figure 4 plots the
beam-size growth of thep̄ beam fordn50.005. Without the
electron-beam compensation, the beam size increases a
3% in 106 turns. With the full-strength compensation~l
51.0!, the collision between thee andp̄ beam again deterio
rates the performance of thep̄ beam ~curve c in Fig. 4!.
Whenl50.5, on the other hand, the electron-beam comp
sation improves beam dynamics slightly. The increase of

FIG. 3. Evolution of rms beam size of thep̄ beam for the cases
of Fig. 2.s is the average of the horizontal and vertical beam si
ands0 the initial beam size.~a! Without the tune-spread compen
sation,~b! with the compensation ofl50.25, and~c! with the com-
pensation ofl51.0.
3-5
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p̄ beams size during 106 turns reduces to about 2.5%~curve
b in Fig. 4!. Moreover, the rate of the beam-size growth
significantly reduced after the compensation. Note that
difference between the cases of symmetrical and uns
metrical rings is only a small change in betatron tunes of
p beam that can only affect the dynamics of thep̄ beam
through collective beam-beam effects, i.e., changes of
ticle distributions due to the nonlinear phase-depend
beam-beam perturbation of$Hp̄e% and$Hp̄p%. The change of
the characteristic of the beam-size growth atdn ;0.005 in-
dicates that the enhanced beam-size growth after
electron-beam compensation is a collective~coherent! beam-
beam effect. In this system, there are two competing for
affecting the coherent beam-beam effect. The nonlin
phase-dependent beam-beam perturbation is the sourc
coherent beam-beam instabilities, while the Landau damp
tends to stabilize the beams. A recent study on the be
beam effects in the HERA Upgrade has shown that when
nonlinear beam-beam perturbation is dominant the cohe
beam-beam instability could occur in a very unsymmetri
system in which the Landau damping is supposed to be
nificant @12#. On the other hand, the existence of the tu
spread is a necessary condition for the Landau damp
With the 100% compensation of the tune spread, the low
order tune spread is eliminated and therefore the system
comes very unstable because of a much weakened La
damping. In the case ofdn50.001,dn,jpp̄,j p̄p . The in-
crease of the Landau damping due to such a small tune
has little effect on the coherent beam-beam effect and
nonlinear beam-beam perturbations of$Hp̄e% and $Hp̄p% are
dominant. Whendn>jpp̄ , on the other hand, a stronge
Landau damping due to a larger tune split could suppress
coherent beam-beam effect if the perturbation of$Hp̄e% is not
too strong. A less-than-100% compensation of the tu
spread with thee beam could therefore benefit thep̄ beams if
the p and p̄ beams have an appropriate tune split and if
nonlinear beam-beam perturbations of$Hp̄p% and $Hp̄e% are
not dominant.

3. Effect of major resonances

If the original tune spread of thep̄ beam leads to cross
ings of major resonances due to either a bad working p

FIG. 4. Evolution of rms beam size of thep̄ beam in unsym-
metrical rings. The betatron tune for thep̄ and p beams are
(nx ,ny)5(20.582,20.574) and (nx ,ny)5(20.587,20.579), respec
tively. j p̄p520.01 andjpp̄520.002.s is the average of the hori
zontal and vertical beam sizes ands0 the initial beam size.~a!
Without the tune-spread compensation,~b! with the compensation
of l50.5, and~c! with the compensation ofl51.0.
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or/and a large beam-beam tune shift, a reduction of the t
spread with the electron-beam compensation could move
beam away from the resonances and improve the beam
namics. In order to explore this possible benefit of the tu
spread compensation, we studied the case that the wor
point of both the p and p̄ beams is at (nx ,ny)
5(20.740,20.730) that is close to the fourth-order resonan
To have a significant resonance crossing, a larger beam-b
parameter is also used for thep- p̄ collision, i.e., j p̄p5
20.02 andjpp̄520.01.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the initial tune spread and the beam-s
growth of the p̄ beam were plotted with or without th
electron-beam compensation. Without the electron-be
compensation, the core of thep̄ beam crosses the fourth
order resonance@see Fig. 5~a!# and that results in a 60%

FIG. 5. Tune spread of thep̄ beam during the first 2000 turn
when (nx ,nx)5(20.74,20.73),j p̄p520.02, andjpp̄520.01. ~a!
Without the tune-spread compensation, the beam core crosse
fourth-order resonances and~b! with the compensation ofl50.5.
Solid lines are the even-order resonances up to the tenth orde
1 indicates the lattice bare tune.
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increase in beam size during 106 turns tracking~see curvea
in Fig. 6!. Note that the most of this beam-size growth is d
to the nonlinear beam filamentation in phase space during
initial 20 000 turns because of a severe deformation of
phase-space area nearby the resonance. With the elec
beam compensation ofl>0.5, the tune spread of thep̄ beam
is shrunk as expected and the crossing of the fourth-o
resonance is eliminated as shown in Fig. 5~b!. Consequently,
the initial blowup of thep̄ beam is suppressed~see curveb
and c in Fig. 6!. The tune-spread compensation, therefo
effectively reduces the incoherent beam-beam effect. In
case ofl51.0, however, the nonlinear phase-dependent
turbations ofp- p̄ ande- p̄ collisions induce a chaotic cohe

FIG. 6. Evolution of rms beam size of thep̄ beam for the cases
of Fig. 5.s is the average of the horizontal and vertical beam si
ands0 the initial beam size.~a! Without the tune-spread compen
sation,~b! with the compensation ofl50.5, and~c! with the com-
pensation ofl51.0.
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ent beam-beam instability@8# afterwards as the beam-siz
jumps suddenly during 105 to 23105 turn ~see curvec in
Fig. 6!. After the onset of the coherent beam-beam insta
ity, the phase-space area nearby origin becomes unstabl
the beam centroid and the initially centered beams develo
spontaneous unstable coherent oscillation in the vertical
rection as shown in Fig. 7~d!. The dynamics of the unstabl
coherent oscillation has characteristics of chaotic transpo
phase space and the growth of the beam size is significa
enhanced by this chaotic coherent oscillation. The beam-
growth rate~the slop of curves in Fig. 6! after the sudden
jump in the beam size is therefore substantially larger th
that in the case without the compensation. Note that in
case without the electron-beam compensation, no spont
ous coherent beam oscillation was observed after the in
nonlinear beam filamentation@see Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!#. With
the full-strength compensation, therefore, the nonlin
phase-dependent beam-beam perturbations of$Hp̄e% and
$Hp̄p% dominate the beam-beam interaction and make sign
cant damage to thep̄ beam even though thep̄ beam benefits
initially from a reduction of the incoherent beam-beam effe
through the elimination of the resonance crossing. In the c
of l50.5, the nonlinear beam-beam perturbation from the
beam is weaker than that ofl51.0, while the Landau damp
ing is stronger because of a larger tune spread of thep̄ beam
than that in the case ofl51.0. Consequently, a weaker spo
taneous coherent oscillation in horizontal direction due t
weaker coherent beam-beam instability dissipates quic
@see Fig. 7~c!#. The onset of the coherent beam-beam ins
bility also induces a small jump in the beam size, but unl

s

es

e

FIG. 7. Beam-centroid motion of thep̄ beam for the cases of Fig. 6.^X& and^Y& are the normalized horizontal and vertical coordinat
averaged over each bunch of particles.s0 is the initial beam size. Both thep and p̄ beams are centered in phase space initially.~a! The
beam-centroid motion in horizontal plane without the tune-spread compensation,~b! the beam-centroid motion in vertical plane without th
tune-spread compensation,~c! the spontaneous coherent oscillation in horizontal plane with the tune-spread compensation ofl50.5, and~d!
the spontaneous unstable coherent oscillation in vertical plane with the tune-spread compensation ofl51.0.
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the case ofl51.0, the beam-size growth rate after the jum
is still the same as that in the case without the electron-b
compensation because of the suppression of the cohe
beam-beam instability by the Landau damping and beca
of a weaker nonlinear perturbation of$Hp̄e%. When the beam
is close to major resonances, the electron-beam compe
tion could therefore improve the beam dynamics if t
strength of thee beam is carefully chosen in such a way th
the damping mechanism can suppress the coherent b
beam instability so that the damage effects of the nonlin
phase-dependent beam-beam perturbations are insignifi
or can be outweighed by the benefit of the tune-spread c
pensation.

4. Importance of the difference between particle distributions
of the p and e beams

When the phase advances between thep̄-p and p̄-e col-
lision points are multiples of 2p, the beam-beam interac
tions of the p̄-p and thep̄-e collisions cancel each othe
completely if there is no any other nonlinearity between
collision points and if the charge distribution of thee beam is
the same as that of thep beam. As the particle distribution o
thep beam is constantly changing with time due to nonline
perturbations including beam-beam interactions, in reality
is impossible to generate ane beam that has a microscop
cally exact charge distribution of thep beam. For a slight
difference in the distribution of thee and p beams, such
2p-cancellation of beam-beam interactions leaves small,
usually high-order, nonlinear beam-beam perturbations
those remains of high-order, nonlinear beam-beam pertu
tions were not important, the ideal situation of the electro
beam compensation of beam-beam effects would be of
2p cancellation@4#. Such that the 2p-cancellation of beam-
beam interactions has been attempted in the DCI~Dispositif
de Collisions dans l’Igloo! storage ring at the Laboratoire d
l’Accélérateur Linéaire ~Orsay, France!, where two pairs of
electron and positron beams were brought into a collision
a single interaction point~four-beams cancellation!. In that
case, all four beams had particle distributions that were v
close to a Gaussian distribution and the differences in
distributions were small. The cancellation of the most
beam-beam interactions was achieved and the beam-b
effect was expected to be much weaker. The beam exp
ment @26# and numerical simulation@27# however showed
otherwise. The beam intensities in the DCI with the fo
beams were severely limited by coherent beam-beam effe
which indicated that the High-order nonlinear beam-be
perturbations could be very damaging when low-order be
beam perturbations are removed. Recently, this four-be
compensation scheme was studied again for the KEK Su
B-factory @28#. Similar to the case of DCI, it was found tha
the coherent beam-beam instability could occur after a red
tion of the beam-beam tune spread with the four-beam c
pensation in the Super B-factory.

To test the 2p cancellation of beam-beam interactions
Tevatron, a simulation was conducted with both thep̄-p and
p̄-e collisions at a single interaction point~D0!. The betatron
tune used here for both thep and p̄ beams is the nomina
Tevatron working point of (nx ,ny)5(20.582,20.574). The
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initial distribution of thep beam is a Gaussian distribution
Due to the beam-beam interaction between thep̄ and p
beams, the distribution of thep beam deviates from the
Gaussian but the change in distribution is small since
beam-beam perturbation on thep beam is weak. Similar to
the previous cases, the distribution of thee beam is also a
Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation chang
with the rms beam size of thep beam. Figure 8 plots thep̄
beam size growth forl50.75 and 1.0. It shows that th
electron-beam compensation with 2p cancellation of beam-
beam interactions could damage the stability of the beam
the case of the 100% cancellation~l51.0!, the tune spared
together with all Gaussian-type beam-beam perturbation
the p̄ beam are canceled. The remaining high-order n
Gaussian-type beam-beam perturbations induce a chaoti
herent beam-beam instability as the initially centered bea
develop a spontaneous unstable beam-centroid oscilla
~see Fig. 9!. Consequently, the beam size blows up quick
~see curvec in Fig. 8!. This result is consistent with the DC
result. The lack of the Landau damping due to the elimin
tion of the tune spread and the addition of the high-or
nonlinear perturbations due to thep̄-e collision could be the
reasons of the onset of the instability.

B. Model lattice for the LHC

To test the generality of the above results obtained w
Tevatron, the effect of the electron-beam compensation
the beam-beam tune spread was also studied on a m
lattice of LHC. The betatron tune used here is the LH
nominal working point, i.e., the fractional part of the betatr
tune is (nx ,ny)5(0.31,0.32). Since the twop beams have
the same intensity, the compensation was used on both
beams in the simulation. Eachp beam collided with an elec
tron beam at locations of either IP2 or IP8 of LHC@21#.
Because two interaction points~IP1 and IP5! of the p-p
collisions were included in the simulation, the 100% deg
of the compensation corresponds tojpe522jpp , wherejpe
andjpp are the beam-beam parameter for eachp-e andp-p
collisions, respectively. In order to explore, relatively eas
nonlinear beam-beam effects, the beam-beam parameter
here isjpp50.01. Note that the designed parameter for LH
is jpp50.0034.

FIG. 8. Same as shown in Fig. 3 but with both thep̄-p and p̄-e
collisions being at a single IP~D0!. ~a! Without the tune-spread
compensation,~b! with the compensation ofl50.75, and~c! with
the compensation ofl51.0.
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Figure 10 plots the evolution of the rms beam size of o
p beam with or without the compensation of the beam-be
tune spread. Since the betatron tune of the lattice is a
from major resonances, without the electron-beam comp
sation the original tune spread of the beam-beam interact
betweenp beams does not lead to any significant beam-be
effect that is associated with low-order resonances. Mo
over, the threshold for the coherent beam-beam instabilit
jc.0.03 in this case when twop-p interaction points are
considered@8#. Without the electron-beam compensation t
p beams are therefore stable and very little beam-size gro
was observed~see curve a in Fig. 10!. With both the full-
strength ~l51.0! and half-strength~l50.5! electron-beam
compensation, the tune spread of thep beams is reduced a
those similar to the case of Tevatron. Thep beams, however

FIG. 9. Spontaneous unstable coherent oscillation in horizo
plane for case~e! in Fig. 8. ~a! The p̄ beam and b! thep beam. Both
the beams are centered in phase space initially.^X& is the normal-
ized horizontal coordinate averaged over each bunch of parti
s0 is the initial beam size.

FIG. 10. Evolution of rms beam size of thep beam in LHC
when the fractional part of the betatron tune is (nx ,ny)
5(0.31,0.32) andjpp50.01.s is the average of the horizontal an
vertical beam sizes ands0 the initial beam size.~a! Without the
tune-spread compensation. There is little beam-size growth so
the curve overlaps withx axis,~b! with the compensation ofl50.5
used on both colliding beams, and~c! With the compensation o
l51.0 used on both colliding beams.
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became very unstable instead as a spontaneous chaoti
herent oscillation was excited and, consequently, the e
tance ofp beams blows up quickly~curvesb and c in Fig.
10!. The onset of the coherent beam-beam instability afte
reduction of the beam-beam tune spread confirms again
the nonlinear phase-dependent beam-beam perturba
dominate the beam-beam effect and the additional nonlin
perturbations from thep̄-e collision could significantly dam-
age the beam stability even though the system is away f
any major resonance.

To investigate the mechanism of the enhanced beam-
growth after the onset of the coherent beam-beam instab
we also studied the dynamics of the particle distribution
the p beams in phase space during the tracking. Becau
large number of macroparticles was used in the tracking,
were able to reconstruct a smooth particle distribution w
very little noise. In Figs. 11 and 12, projections of the dist
bution at the 23105th turn were plotted for the cases with o
without the electron-beam compensation. For a comparis
the initial distribution of the Gaussian beam was also plott
Without the electron-beam compensation, thep beams are
stable and the particle distribution of thep beams is main-
tained as a Gaussian distribution~Fig. 11!. With the electron-
beam compensation, the center of the distribution oscilla
around the origin and the shape of the distribution devia
from the Gaussian distribution significantly due to the coh
ent beam-beam instability~Fig. 12!. In this case, the density
of protons in the beam core drops about 40% and 20% in
horizontal and vertical plane after 23105 turns, respectively,
and most of those particles originally in the beam cores
cape to the intermediate zone~1s-4s, wheres is the rms
beam size! of the distribution via the chaotic transport i
phase space@29#. The beam-size blowup is therefore main

al

s.

at

FIG. 11. Projection of the distribution ofp beam in LHC with-
out the tune-spread compensation. (nx ,ny)5(0.31,0.32) andjpp

50.01. ~a! Initial Gaussian distribution,~b! z5X for the projection
to the horizontal normalized coordinate at the 23105th turn, ~c! z
5Y for the projection to the vertical normalized coordinate at t
23105th turn.r0(0) is the maximum of the initial Gaussian distr
bution ands0 the initial beam size. Note that all three curves ov
lap in this case.
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due to the formation of beam halo after the onset of
coherent beam-beam instability.

IV. SUMMARY

The onset of the collective beam-beam instability due
the tune-spread compensation with electron beams indic
that the nonlinear phase-dependent perturbations of be
beam interactions could dominate beam-beam instabilitie
high-intensity hadron beams. Although the tune-spread c
pensation could reduce incoherent beam-beam effects
associated reduction of the Landau damping and increas
the nonlinear phase-dependent beam-beam perturbation
nificantly limit possible benefits of the compensation.
both nominal work points of Tevatron and LHC that a
away from major resonances, the use of the tune-spread c
pensation with electron beams can damage the beam sta
and result in a significantly increased beam-size grow
When the working point is close to major resonances, on
other hand, the beam-beam interactions of hadron be
could lead to crossings of the resonances and result
beam blowup due to the nonlinear beam filamentation.
this case, the tune-spread compensation can effectively
duce the incoherent beam-beam effect by moving the be
away from the resonances. The nonlinear phase-depen
perturbation from thee beam could, however, still damag
the stability of the beams by exciting a coherent beam-be
instability. In the case of unsymmetrical rings, the effect
the Landau damping to the coherent beam-beam instab
could be significant. A less-than-100% compensation of
tune spread could improve the beam stability if the stren

FIG. 12. The same as in Fig. 11, but with the tune-spread c
pensation ofl51.0.
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of the e beam is carefully chosen in such a way that t
Landau damping can suppress the coherent beam-beam
stability. For Tevatron RUN II, it was found that a compe
sation with 50%-or-less reduction of the tune spread co
benefit thep̄ beam if the difference in the betatron tune b
tween the two colliding beams is close to or larger than
beam-beam parameter. With consideration of other non
earities in the lattice such as field errors and long-ran
beam-beam interactions, there could be cases that the b
dynamics is dominated by a few major resonances and o
limitations prevent a change of a better working point. T
electron-beam compensation of the beam-beam tune sp
could then be used to avoid those resonance effects if
damage effects of the nonlinear phase-dependent beam-b
perturbations from thee beams can be outweighed by th
benefit of the tune-spread compensation.

The beneficial effect of the beam-beam tune spread
beam stability has also been observed in HERA rece
@13#. In a simulation study of beam-beam effects in HERA
was found that at some working points the coherent be
beam instability is easier to be induced in the case of one
than that in the case of two IPs. Note that the incoher
beam-beam tune shift as well as the beam-beam tune sp
in the case of two IPs is about twice as large as that in
case of one IP. Recently, a beam experiment in HERA w
conducted to compare the difference in emittance growth
tween the case of one IP and the case of two IPs. In b
cases, the betatron tunes of both beams were kept the s
and the positron beam crossed the fourth-order resonanc
the experiment, a significant emittance growth of both
proton and positron beams was observed in the case of
IP but not in the case of two IPs. The simulation stu
showed that the emittance growth in the case of one IP is
to the onset of the chaotic coherent beam-beam instab
and in this case a large number of positrons were trap
inside the fourth-order resonance. The fourth-order re
nance in HERA is therefore more harmful in the case of o
IP even though the positron beam crosses more fourth-o
resonance lines in the case of two IPs. These numerical
experimental observations in HERA further confirmed tha
large beam-beam tune spread may benefit the stability
beams.
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